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We give a holographic explanation of how the renormalization group approach to singular perturbations
in nonlinear differential equations proposed by Chen, Goldenfeld, and Oono is indeed equivalent to a
renormalization group method in quantum field theories proposed by Gell-Mann and Low via AdS/CFT
correspondence.
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The philosophy of the renormalization group (e.g.,
Ref. [1] for a review) shows far richer applications in
mathematical physics beyond the original scope of quan-
tum field theories and many body systems. In particular, it
has a dramatic application in asymptotic analysis of certain
nonlinear differential equations as first advocated by Chen,
Goldenfeld, and Oono [2,3]. While the philosophy of the
renormalization group in asymptotic analysis has demon-
strated a beautiful universal structure, a direct connection
to the renormalization group method developed in quan-
tum field theories and many body systems was lacking.
In this paper, we propose a field theory interpretation of
Chen–Goldenfeld–Oono renormalization group in certain
nonlinear differential equations from AdS/CFT correspon-
dence (e.g., Ref. [4] for a review). It will turn out that it is
precisely the holographic realization of the Gell-Mann–
Low renormalization group equation [5] of the dual quan-
tum field theory. Our physical realization is motivated by
the radion stabilization problem studied in Refs. [6,7], and
it gives a more transparent viewpoint of their singular
perturbation theory with the boundary layer analysis.
Let us consider the AdS5 space-time for which the
metric in the Poincare´ patch is
ds2 ¼ gMNdxMdxN ¼ dr2 þ e2Ardxdx; (1)
where ¼diagð1;1;1;1Þ. In applications of AdS/CFT
correspondence, we are often interested in the boundary
value problems for various source fields living in the bulk.
We put the boundary at r ¼ rUV and r ¼ rIR so that the
bulk is defined by the range rUV < r < rIR. It is customary
to take e2AðrUVrIRÞ  1 to achieve a large hierarchy. It is
important to recall that the fifth coordinate r is related to
the renormalization scale  of the dual quantum field
theory via log ¼ Ar.
For concreteness, we focus on a scalar field in the AdS5
space-time for which the action is
S ¼
Z
d5x
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
jgj
q 1
2
@M@
Mþ VðÞ

: (2)
The potential VðÞ can be arbitrary,
VðÞ ¼ 1
2
m22 þ 1
3!
3 þ 1
4!
4 þ    ; (3)
but in order to connect to arelevant but nearly marginal
deformation of the ultraviolet dual conformal field theory,
we take m2 < 0 with jm
2j
A2
 1. Furthermore, we will con-
sider the probe limit and neglect the backreaction to the
metric in the following to extract the essence of our
discussions.
The bulk equation of motion for the scalar field from the
action (2) is
@2rðrÞ  4A@rðrÞ  V 0ððrÞÞ ¼ 0; (4)
and one of the typical problems in AdS/CFT correspon-
dence is to solve Eq. (4) with specified boundary con-
ditions. Typically, we impose the Dirichlet boundary
condition at the UV cutoff ðrUVÞ ¼ UV. The bound-
ary condition in the IR depends on the problem we
would like to study, and imposing the IR regularity is
one possibility. As a phenomenological application, the
hard-wall cutoff e.g., ðrIRÞ ¼ IR, is also used in the
literature. Such analysis is important in studying corre-
lation functions, linear response theory, radion stabiliza-
tion, and so on in the context of AdS/CFT
correspondence. Other boundary conditions such as
@rðrIRÞ ¼ 0IR are equally possible, but details will
not affect the following argument at all.
Let us illustrate how the renormalization group approach
to singular perturbations in nonlinear differential equations
proposed by Chen, Goldenfeld, and Oono is applicable
here in the simplest case with VðÞ ¼ 12m22. Of course,
the equations of motion (4) from the quadratic action is
trivially solvable with
exactðrÞ ¼ Cer þ ~Ceþr; (5)
where ¼2A
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
4A2þm2
p
, and C, ~C are determined by
the boundary condition, but we follow the Venus physicist
approach to draw a lesson. Let us treat m
2
A2
as a perturbation
with respect to the zeroth order solution0¼C0þ ~C0e4rA.
The naive first order perturbation would lead to
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naive1 ðrÞ¼C0

1m
2
4A
r

þ ~C0e4rA

1þm
2
4A
r

þO

m4
A4

:
(6)
The naive perturbation theory breaks down for large (nega-
tive) r because the corrections are secular terms. Also it
does not respect the natural shift symmetry of r.
The idea to resolve the problem with the singular per-
turbation with secular terms is to sum up the ‘‘leading log’’
or to use the renormalization group method. We introduce
the floating cutoff r0 and set r ¼ rþ r0  r0 and renor-
malize the initial condition C0 and ~C0 by absorbing the
‘‘logarithmic divergence’’ from r0 ¼ 1A log0. The naive
perturbation series can be recast into the renormalized
series:
ren1 ðrÞ¼C0ðr0Þ

1m
2
4A
ðrr0Þ

þ ~C0ðr0Þe4rA

1þm
2
4A
ðrr0Þ

þO

m4
A4

: (7)
Since the physical observable ðrÞ cannot depend on the
floating cutoff r0 which is arbitrary, we demand the renor-
malization group equation [2] @@r0
ren1 ðrÞ ¼ 0, or
d
dr0
C0ðr0Þ¼m
2
4A
C0ðr0Þ; ddr0
~C0ðr0Þ¼m
2
4A
~C0ðr0Þ: (8)
By solving the renormalization group equation and setting
r0 ¼ r (for the best approximation compatible with the first
order perturbation), we obtain the first order approximate
solution with the renormalization group improvement:
ren1 ðrÞ ¼ Cren0 em
2
4Ar þ ~Cren0 e4Arþm
2
4Ar þO

m4
A4

: (9)
In this case, the renormalization condition r0 ¼ r also
removes the secular terms in the naive perturbative solu-
tion. At this point, the renormalized constants Cren0 and
~Cren0
can be determined by the boundary condition we impose.
Morally speaking, the ultraviolet data specify Cren0 while
the infrared data specify ~Cren0 as long as we have the large
hierarchy e2AðrUVrIRÞ  1.
One should note that this approach reproduces the sin-
gular perturbation theory with the boundary layer analysis
used in Ref. [6]. Moreover, it gives systematic corrections
in higher orders. The most important point to realize,
however, is that the renormalization group equation (8) is
precisely the holographic renormalization group equation
obtained in the AdS/CFT literature.
We recall that the boundary value of the scalar field
ðr ¼ rUVÞ is identified with the (ultraviolet) coupling
constant gUV of the dual quantum field theory. More pre-
cisely, we should decompose the normalizable mode and
non-normalizable mode and pick the non-normalizable
mode for the coupling, but as long as r is (negatively)
large, the difference is negligible for our purpose. Within
the holographic scheme [8,9], it is natural to extract the
field theory beta function from the scaler field in the bulk
from the identification
ðgðÞÞ  1
A
d
dr
(10)
with log ¼ Ar in mind. Near the ultraviolet boundary,
the Chen–Goldenfeld–Oono renormalization group with
the holographic interpretation gives ðgÞ   m2
4A2
g, and
it reproduces the conformal perturbation theory result of
the dual quantum field theory with the Gell-Mann–Low
renormalization group equation:
dgðÞ
d log
¼ ðgðÞÞ ¼ ð4ÞgðÞ þOðg2Þ: (11)
Here  is the scaling dimension of the perturbing operator,
and it is given by 4  m2
4A2
via the standard AdS/CFT
dictionary  ¼ 2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
4þ m2
A2
q
. We can easily recover the
higher order corrections in ( m
2
A2
) and obtain the exact  if
we wish by expanding the naive perturbation further in
Eq. (6). Therefore, the renormalization group equation (8)
is equivalent to the renormalization group invariance of
the observed coupling constant of the dual quantum field
theory.
The above argument can be easily generalized to the
nonlinear situations with the generic potential VðÞ. The
dangerous secular term is renormalized by adjusting
the initial condition C0, and the renormalization group
equation a` la Chen–Goldenfeld–Oono,
d
dr0
C0ðr0Þ ¼ V
0ðC0ðr0ÞÞ
4A
; (12)
is identical to the holographic renormalization group equa-
tion in the leading order approximation. More precisely,
the backreaction of the metric can be taken into account by
considering the (fake) superpotential flow [10], and our
approximation is valid when the superpotential and poten-
tial can be identified within the probe approximation. With
the AdS/CFT correspondence, we can interpret it as the
Gell-Mann–Low renormalization group equation of the
dual quantum field theory.
As pointed out in Ref. [3], we may also derive the
renormalization group equation from the Wilsonian view-
point. The naive perturbation is more trustful for infinitesi-
mal change r than the one-time integration over the large
scale AðrIR  rUVÞ  1. Thus, starting with the constant
unperturbed solution 0ðrÞ ¼ C0, we obtain the infinitesi-
mal integration
1ðrþ rÞ ¼ 1ðrÞ

1 r
4A
V0ð1ðrÞÞ
1ðrÞ

(13)
so that we can set up the Wilsonian-type renormalization
group equation
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d1ðrÞ
dr
¼ V
0ð1ðrÞÞ
4A
(14)
by successively renormalizing the initial condition as a
better starting point for the perturbative computation with-
out dangerous large log corrections. This is precisely equiva-
lent to the outer region solution [6] in the boundary layer
analysis. Translating integration over the large scale at once
into the step-by-step differentiation is the key philosophy of
the Wilsonian renormalization group. The same philosophy
has been pursued in holography to obtain the radial flow of
the bulk fields [10–15]. Our observation provides a novel
viewpoint from the asymptotic analysis of the bulk differ-
ential equations.We could address the similar question in the
second unperturbed solution 0ðrÞ ¼ ~C0e4Ar, and we ob-
serve that it is related to the renormalization of the vacuum
expectation value of the dual operator.
As a concrete nonlinear problem, let us revisit the ana-
lytically manageable example studied in Ref. [6]. We con-
sider the AdS5 boundary value problem with the cubic
scalar interaction VðÞ ¼ 13!3. The naive perturbative
computation gives
naive1 ðrÞ ¼ C0 þ ~C0e4Ar 
C20
8A
rþ C0
~C0
4A
e4Arr
þ
~C20
64A2
e8Ar  C0
~C0
16A2
e4Ar þO

2
A4

: (15)
The dangerous secular terms can be removed via renorm-
alizing C0 and ~C0 by introducing the renormalized initial
condition for C0ðr0Þ and ~C0ðr0Þ with r ¼ rþ r0  r0 as
before:
ren1 ðrÞ ¼ C0ðr0Þ þ ~C0ðr0Þe4Ar 
C0ðr0Þ2
8A
ðr r0Þ
þ C0ðr0Þ
~C0ðr0Þ
4A
e4Arðr r0Þ þ
~C0ðr0Þ2
64A2
e8Ar
 C0ðr0Þ
~C0ðr0Þ
16A2
e4Ar þO

2
A4

: (16)
The renormalization group equation @@r0
ren1 ðrÞ ¼ 0 to
eliminate the floating cutoff dependence now yields
dC0ðr0Þ
dr0
¼C0ðr0Þ
2
8A
;
d ~C0ðr0Þ
dr
¼C0ðr0Þ
~C0ðr0Þ
4A
: (17)
The first equation is nothing but the one-loop Gell-Mann–
Low equation for the marginal deformation in the confor-
mal perturbation theory,
dgðÞ
d log
¼ 0gðÞ2 þOðg3Þ; (18)
and it has the solution
C0ðr0Þ¼ C
ren
0
1þ 8ACren0 r0
; ~C0ðr0Þ¼ ~Cren0

1þ 
8A
Cren0 r0

2
:
(19)
Substituting it back into the renormalized perturbation
series (by setting r0 ¼ r for the best approximation) re-
produces the result in Ref. [6] from the boundary layer
analysis with further corrections:
ren1 ðrÞ ¼
Cren0
1þ 8ACren0 r
þ ~Cren0

1þ 
8A
Cren0 r

2
e4Ar þ    :
(20)
We could systematically evaluate the higher order
corrections if desired. The renormalized constants Cren0
and ~Cren0 can be determined by the boundary condition
we impose.
We note that the renormalization group improvement by
itself does not resolve the ‘‘Landau pole problem’’ in this
example. In the actual AdS/CFT correspondence, it is
usually the backreaction to the metric that will affect the
gravitational dynamics, and it will eventually cause a flow
to another conformal fixed point or confinement. It is
certainly outside the scope of our perturbation theory
within the probe limit discussed here. However, the phi-
losophy of the renormalization group should remain be-
yond the perturbation theory.
Finally, we would like to apply the same technique to
compute the so-called vector beta functions in the holo-
graphic regime, for which the importance has been realized
only recently [16,17] and which has not been computed in
the literature. We study the bulk Maxwell field AM ¼
ðAr; AÞ minimally coupled with a charged scalar field
ðr; xÞ ¼ jjei in the Landau–Ginzburg regime (i.e.,
jj  0 with slowly varying phase ). In the ‘‘axial
gauge’’ Ar ¼ 0 with keeping only the slowest fluctuation
in x directions (which corresponds to the power-counting
scheme in the dual field theory), the equations of motion
for the vector field become
@2rA  2A@rA  jj2ð@þ AÞ ¼ 0: (21)
Starting from the unperturbed solution A¼C0 for¼0,
the application of the renormalization group method we
have discussed so far leads to the renormalization group
equation
dC0ðr0Þ
dr0
¼  jj
2
2A
ð@ðr0Þ þ C0ðr0ÞÞ: (22)
This renormalization group equation should be understood
as the renormalization group equation for the background
vector source fields a for the the nonconserved vector
operator J in the dual field theory [18,19]:
da
d log
¼ ^IDgI: (23)
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In this way, the renormalization group approach to singular
perturbations in nonlinear differential equations proposed
in Refs. [2,3] can be used to compute the vector beta
functions in the AdS/CFT correspondence. We believe
our systematic ways to compute various beta functions
will lead to novel understanding of the consistency of the
renormalization group and its holographic origin.
To summarize, in this paper we have demonstrated that
the AdS/CFT correspondence gives a natural framework to
interpret the renormalization group approach to singular
perturbations in nonlinear differential equations proposed
in Refs. [2,3]. Their renormalization group equation is
nothing but the Gell-Mann–Low renormalization group
equation of the dual quantum field theory. It is extremely
interesting to extend our observation to the other differen-
tial equations studied in Refs. [2,3] and see if they also
have the quantum field theory interpretation via
holography.
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